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Introduction

Amidst intensified competition for land available to private investors in sectors such as mining, agribusiness and forestry, disputes over land between transnational investors and local communities are emerging in many parts of the world as an increasingly visible form of transnational conflict. Whereas land conflicts were once seen as a quintessentially ‘local’ problem, to be managed by national or sub-national political authorities, they are now becoming transnationally politicized. Such conflicts may be expressed in episodes of violent confrontation between members of local communities and police, military or private security officials. \(^1\) At other times, they take the form of non-violent resistance or protest, or are channeled through formal political, administrative or legal channels for managing social and political contestation.

Governance of such community-company land conflicts aims in part to channel these conflicts into non-violent forms, and to ensure their management by systems of legal and political rule. In many cases, such governance processes are dominated by national and sub-national agencies responsible for law and order and for the administration of land allocation and use. Increasingly, the governance of conflicts of these kinds has also been performed by transnational authoritative actors—reflecting increased recognition of the responsibilities of transnational companies or international agencies for such conflict, as a result of their links to contested land acquisitions through supply chain, financing or broader political relationships.
A number of institutional initiatives enable both state and non-state actors to take on transnational conflict management responsibilities. Some major International Financial Institutions have created independent accountability or grievance handling bodies, such as the World Bank Group’s International Finance Corporation Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (IFC-CAO, or simply CAO). It has also become increasingly common for multi-stakeholder governance schemes that set standards for business activity in relation to particular commodities to adopt dispute handling entities of a similar kind. Establishment and ongoing development of a formal Complaints System by the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) is a clear example of this trend.

In accordance with the core questions addressed by volume, this chapter begins by analyzing how such transnational authoritative actors are organized, and how they interact with both governments and other kinds of transnational actors in the course of their efforts to influence processes and outcomes of company-community land disputes. Analysis focuses on the role of the IFC-CAO and RSPO dispute resolution mechanisms in managing a series of interconnected conflicts in the Indonesian palm oil sector, involving the Singapore-based company Wilmar and local communities in both West Kalimantan and Sumatra. Discussion draws on research conducted during 2012 and 2013 in Indonesia, where land conflicts involving companies and communities have posed a major governance challenge, and prompted extensive efforts to contain and manage conflict involving transnational as well as national and sub-national authorities. Indonesia’s recent pathway to development has been characterized by significant changes to patterns of land ownership. Land that had previously been controlled by small-scale farmers has been appropriated for a range of commercial agricultural uses, notably palm oil, while there has also been extensive clearing of forests for new plantations. Conflicts
over land have proliferated, with estimates putting the number of land conflicts related to palm oil in the hundreds or even thousands. These conflicts are often driven by disputes over land boundaries, the legality of land purchasing or licensing processes, or the terms on which land-sharing arrangements between plantation owners and smallholders are established.

The chapter then focuses on the sources of influence that transnational authoritative actors such as the IFC-CAO and RSPO are able to draw on in shaping the dynamics and outcomes of company-community conflicts. Existing literature on transnational governance has generated significant insights into distinctive sources and limits of influence available to transnational authoritative actors, with a particular focus on ‘private’ transnational authorities. By examining together two transnational authoritative actors that have sought influence over localised land conflicts—one a private, multi-stakeholder scheme and one an intergovernmental entity—the chapter’s analysis reveals that private and public transnational actors can experience very similar challenges in establishing effective influence. Such challenges include reliance on incomplete and fragile ‘soft’ forms of authority, and on governance strategies that require cooperation among multiple authoritative actors. These difficulties are compounded by tensions between the expectations of audiences at different governance levels, whose deference and sometimes active cooperation is required for these strategies to succeed.

Finally, the chapter reflects on implications for wider analysis of transnationalism, focusing on the role of transnational actors in authoritative governance processes. Transnational authority is shown to be fragile and often transient, requiring transnational actors to rely heavily on collaborative and interactive strategies of influence, as they struggle to balance the competing demands of multiple constituencies. These findings have specific implications for our understanding of the sources and limits of influence that transnational authoritative actors can
exercise in containing and managing conflict. They also have broader implications for our understanding of the interactive character of governance processes within an environment of complex transnationalism, understood as “the increasing number, scope, interactions and influence of transnational actors on diplomatic and governance processes where states have invited as participants, been forced to respond to, or become reliant upon the expertise of transnational actors” (Anderson and Malet, this volume).

**Transnational Actors in the Governance of Corporate-Community Land Conflict**

Before exploring the dynamics and dilemmas of transnational influence in greater depth, it is useful to introduce the transnational character of the land conflicts, together with key attributes of the transnational actors that seek to assert authority in the governance of these conflicts.

It is important to recognize at the outset that political analysis at national and sub-national levels remains very important in understanding both the drivers of company-community land conflict, and institutional efforts to prevent or contain that conflict. Conflict dynamics are closely linked to both historical patterns of land dispossession and capitalist development, and to more recent political and economic shifts in the post-Suharto era—since 1998. Land conflicts are often compounded by weaknesses and contradictions in government regulation at sub-national, national and sometimes international levels, in relation to land and forest regulations, customary land rights, environmental protection, and climate policy. Despite the weaknesses of national and sub-national governance processes for managing land conflicts linked to palm oil production, there exist a range of mechanisms at these levels for managing such disputes, which analysis of transnational interventions must take into account. These include administrative grievance channels linked to the National Land Agency, Plantation Department, Ministry of Environment, courts and court-sanctioned mediation processes, the national human rights institution Komnas
HAM, customary dispute resolution processes, as well as a range of more *ad hoc* and locally distinct mechanisms involving district Bupatis, provincial Governors, district or provincial representative councils or police and security agencies.

These land conflicts are also underpinned by overlapping transnational structures of different kinds. The first kind encompasses the transnational organization of finance, investment and supply chains in the sector. The palm oil sector in Indonesia has many foreign as well as Indonesian companies operating, and draws on significant levels of foreign finance.\textsuperscript{4} The sale of palm oil is also highly international, with Asian markets figuring strongly, alongside those in Europe and elsewhere. Large transnational companies such as Nestlé and Unilever play an important role in shaping palm oil supply chains, as well as the mega-processing and trading companies that dominate global palm oil trade, alongside large numbers of smaller growers, processors, retailers and other players. Sophisticated transnational coordination and governance is required to sustain broader transnational financing and supply chain relationships within the sector, illustrating the high levels of complex, transnational interdependence within a globalizing political economy emphasized by early writing on transnationalism.\textsuperscript{5}

The transnationalization of these conflicts also involves mobilization by NGOs and associated social actors. NGO mobilization seeking to contest corporate land appropriation has often been connected to wider campaigning and policy work on issues of human rights, support for smallholder livelihoods, deforestation and related concerns regarding biodiversity and climate change. Such issues have been taken up by a number of prominent international NGOs, including WWF, Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, some national affiliates of Oxfam, and more issue-specific NGOs such as the UK’s Forest People’s Program.\textsuperscript{6} International NGOs have worked together with a number of NGOs at national and sub-national levels within Indonesia.
Amongst many others, the Indonesian NGO Sawit Watch is devoted to scrutiny of the palm oil sector, while others such as the environmental forum WALHI have been active in tackling interconnected social, environmental and indigenous issues. Connections among international, national and local NGOs working on these issues have tended to be held together through a small core of intensively coordinated organizations, such as the close and sustained coordination between Sawit Watch and the Forest Peoples Program, linked to broader but much looser networks organized around particular issues, events or campaigns.

Transnational actors have played important roles in placing conflicts of these kinds on the international agenda, thus shaping the wider political environment in which transnational governance emerges. Moreover, as we will see, networks of national and international NGOs have played important roles in brokering links between transnational mediators and local communities, enabling intervention of transnational authorities where this would otherwise not be possible. Nonetheless, these actors are distinct from the authoritative transnational actors that are the subject of this chapter. Who then are these actors, and over whom and what do they exercise or assert authority? How are these transnational actors organized, and how do they interact and communicate with other actors?

The first transnational authoritative actor examined here is the World Bank Group’s IFC-CAO, an independent accountability and grievance handling body designed primarily to manage conflicts associated with business activity funded by the World Bank’s private sector lending arms, the IFC and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). As its name suggests, the IFC-CAO comprises three elements: a Compliance auditor, which assesses the IFC’s adherence to its own social and environmental policies; an Advisory arm, which advises the World Bank Group on how IFC/MIGA’s social and environmental performance can be
improved; and an Ombudsman arm, which provides recourse for people affected by IFC or MIGA projects, and facilitates mediation between companies, communities and other affected parties.7

The Ombudsman arm of the IFC-CAO – the most directly involved in managing individual land disputes – does not adjudicate the merits of any individual complaint, nor impose solutions. Rather, it provides dispute resolution specialists, who work with disputing parties to “identify and implement their own solutions”.8 In performing its mediation function, it requests parties to recognize its authority as an expert and independent mediator, and to respect the ground rules of mediation worked out on a case by case basis through the mediation process. The most direct addressees of such authority claims are companies financed through IFC loans, who are expected as a condition of their loans to comply with the IFC’s Performance Standards, which lay out detailed social and environment expectations regarding business activity. Addressees also include other parties to land disputes, such as members of local communities, other companies within palm oil supply chains, and government agencies involved in managing land disputes at the local level.

The second significant transnational authoritative actor engaged in governing these company-community conflicts is the RSPO, a multi-stakeholder organization that sets social and environmental standards for business activity in the palm oil sector. The RSPO has established a formal Complaints System that incorporates a Dispute Resolution Facility, designed to facilitate the mediation of individual conflicts, and a Complaints Panel, which is empowered to adjudicate disputes arising from complaints, and provide recommendations to the RSPO Board on appropriate remedies.9 Corporate members of the RSPO are central targets of the RSPO’s authority; it also directs more limited claims of authority at external parties to specific disputes,
such as landowners, workers or smallholders affected by the business activity of RSPO members. Member companies are expected to adhere to the RSPO’s social and environmental standards, and to submit to its complaint handling procedures when disputes arise. Other parties are expected to follow RSPO procedures in documenting and submitting complaints, and through following relevant procedures designated by RSPO appointed mediators.

Both the IFC-CAO and RSPO also assert authority over a range of state and non-state actors with whom they interact, and from whom they seek ‘deferential conduct’ in the form of political support, as well as the provision of resources to support their ongoing operation. The IFC-CAO seeks such support from the member governments who authorize and resource its activities. The RSPO seeks similar forms of support: all RSPO members pay financial membership fees, staff from some member organizations contribute considerable time to support RSPO governance and policy activities, and the RSPO receives significant sources of funding from other state and private donors. More broadly, both authorities seek political support for their activities from NGOs and other actors involved in public advocacy on relevant issues.

Being constituted as part of an intergovernmental entity, the IFC-CAO is not strictly a ‘transnational actor’, according to a definition that stresses non-state constitutive character as a critical feature. Nonetheless, it can be understood as a transnational actor in a number of salient dimensions: the public purposes it promotes are cross-border in nature, and focused on governance of the private entities that the IFC and MIGA finance. The key constituencies with which the IFC-CAO engages in carrying out these purposes are likewise non-state and cross-border, and as we will see, access to the resources and authorization that enable them to act in accordance with their mandate depend on their ability to mobilize support from a range of non-state as well as governmental actors. The RSPO conforms more straightforwardly to the
definition of a transnational actor used in this volume, insofar as it not only pursues transnationally oriented governance objectives, but is constituted as a wholly non-state entity, and its sites of operation and modes of communication, coordination and governance operate across national borders.

Transnational influence over the management of company-community conflict

This chapter’s analysis of the role of such transnational actors in governing conflict focuses on the management of disputes between the Singapore-based palm oil company Wilmar and local communities in Indonesia. The IFC-CAO has played a particularly important role in these disputes. Three complaints about Wilmar were made to the IFC-CAO by a coalition of community organizations and NGOs between 2007 and 2011. These complaints relate to alleged specific instances and wider patterns of social and environmental abuses by Wilmar, including illegal use of fire to clear lands, clearance of primary forests and areas of high conservation value, and the take-over of indigenous peoples’ customary lands without due process or their free, prior, and informed consent. The RSPO has had a more minor role in brokering dialogue between conflicting parties at certain stages of the dispute, as well as providing reference standards around which dialogue between parties has sometimes been framed. Intervention by these dispute resolution bodies has contributed to the partial resolution of conflict in two of the Indonesian locations (Sambas and Riau), but has failed to achieve much influence over outcomes in the complex and protracted disputes in Jambi Province. Influence on wider policy and practice in the sector has likewise been discernable, but small. Central analytical focus here is on trying to make sense of both the sources and limits of the influence that transnational actors bring to bear on local conflicts, and the distinctive dilemmas and challenges they face in attempting to do so.
We first examine the sources and dynamics of authority that transnational actors have drawn on as a basis for influencing the management of localised company-community conflicts. Their influence has depended, firstly, on ‘soft’ forms of authority, grounded with reference to moral standards or claims to expertise. Second, they have made use of interactive strategies involving collaboration or coordination with other actors at national and sub-national levels.

Soft forms of authority have underpinned the ability of transnational dispute handling institutions to induce deference from addressees through a number of interconnected channels. First, moral authority linked to codified standards propagated by these institutions can play an important role in framing broader processes of dialogue. For example, the authority that comes from the public affirmation of RSPO standards, together with the multi-stakeholder processes within the RSPO, creates a space within which brokerage of dialogue and dissemination of ideas can take place. In a dispute between Wilmar and communities in the Province of West Kalimantan that was brought to the RSPO, RSPO standards set the normative backdrop for dialogue between the company, the complainants and the RSPO, as reflected in the letters sent back and forth through the RSPO at key points of the dispute. Although moral authority of this kind does not provide sufficient leverage to induce companies to engage with negotiations if they are otherwise reluctant to do so, such moral standards can influence negotiations by shaping the terms within which reason giving occurs, “requiring justification and persuasion in terms of applicable rules and relevant facts”.

Both RSPO standards and the IFC’s own social and environmental Performance Standards loosely framed the subsequent mediation process that was carried out by the IFC-CAO—though this framing process was often subtle and indirect. According to one IFC-CAO mediator, “In my observation, in negotiations it was rarely discussed about the standards. So,
maybe, this is like the standard, something that is already in your head. And when there is an issue that is difficult to settle, sometimes one of the parties or one of us will remind everybody: ‘hey don’t forget that … this standard asks you to do this or that’.”

Relatedly, expertise can play an important role in underpinning transnational authority and leverage over local conflict dynamics. For example, the IFC-CAO’s authority in its role as mediator has depended importantly on recognition by the addressees of its expertise and experience in this role, and its claim to independence and neutrality in the management of disputes. In this case, addressees have deferred to the IFC-CAO’s authority at least in part because of the latter’s capacity to influence the former’s beliefs about the right way to go about mediating conflicts. According to one local government official: “Many parties had tried, but not resolved [the conflict] … Maybe we missed something, we don’t understand. So if there is another party that is more professional in mediation, we really welcome that… [and] the biggest role is from the CAO, because they have more experience. They understand how this mediation process works.” Of relevance here is not only expertise in the sense of knowledge, but also functional capacity derived from accessible resources. According to one government official involved in management of the conflict, “We don’t have certain people that work on [conflicts] full time. We can’t, so the manpower is lacking. We know that the government has so many things to do … and there are also other conflicts … So when this one came along, we said ‘wow, thank God, there is a party that would like to help!’”

Such soft forms of authority are mainly useful in enabling the IFC-CAO to encourage the parties to the conflict to participate in a CAO-facilitated mediation process; they give the CAO little direct influence over the outcomes of negotiations between parties. Nonetheless, the CAO’s ability to establish an authoritative role in brokering communication between conflicting parties
can help facilitate processes of dialogue and negotiation through which broader dynamics of persuasion or the reshaping of interests may be set in train.

Significant limits to the direct influence over conflict dynamics and outcomes able to be derived from soft authority demand that transnational actors rely extensively on *interactive strategies of influence*, in which transnational actors enlist the resources of broader networks of actors in support of their goals. Such collaborative strategies are illustrated by the IFC-CAO’s approach to managing mediation between a subsidiary of the company Wilmar and communities in Indonesia’s Jambi province. After a prolonged mediation between companies and communities facilitated by the local NGO Setara ran aground, the CAO established what they referred to as a Joint Mediation Team, involving direct collaboration between the CAO and selected participants from local government. The team included members of the provincial government drawn from several relevant ministries, as well as from the Batang Hari District government.

Building relationships with government actors is an important means through which transnational actors can try to influence conflict outcomes, since governments typically retain key sources of authority and influence. For instance, they physically control distributions of land, and decisions about who can access it on what terms (both through the licensing process, and through broader frameworks for allocating land rights), and they can impose such decisions coercively through the use of police and security forces, both of which have been actively deployed on behalf of the company at several points in the conflict between Wilmar’s subsidiary and local communities in Jambi. Collaboration with government can also help to confer legitimacy on the IFC-CAO process itself, enabling the final agreement to “gain recognition from the government, and also to gain legitimation and legalization from the government”.
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This collaboration was explicitly founded on voluntary terms of engagement: the IFC-CAO mediators were clear that they lacked authority to compel government actors to participate, indicating that they therefore relied on the involvement of individual government officials who are “moved by their personal and institutional visions” to share responsibility for participating in the mediation process. In this sense, the IFC-CAO’s moral authority and expertise importantly underpinned its capacity to motivate voluntary engagement by government officials with CAO mediation procedures. By enlisting government participation in mediation processes, the CAO mediation team was able to benefit from the specialized knowledge of government actors regarding the intricacies of local land management practices, thereby strengthening the efficacy of mediation processes. Conversely, CAO mediators also hoped to contribute to effective conflict management by strengthening the capacity of local government, through supporting the development of networks, relationships and information sharing between departments and between government and communities, promoting visits of government bureaucrats to local communities, and developing individual and institutional capacity specifically with regard to complaint handling.

The Limits of Transnational Influence

Sources of authority of the kinds described above can be important in enabling transnational actors to exert influence over the dynamics and outcomes of local company-community conflicts, despite these conflicts remaining deeply embedded in national and sub-national politics. However, reliance on moral authority, expertise and collaborative strategies—often characteristic of transnational authority—also entails distinctive constraints on such influence. As the below discussion illustrates, such challenges are experienced in very similar ways by the IFC-CAO—an inter-governmental entity—and the non-governmental RSPO. This
analysis has important implications for understanding both mechanisms and effects of transnational efforts to influence conflict management at the local level.

First, reliance on ‘soft’ authority entails familiar constraints associated with its non-legal character, and consequent challenges of securing compliance. Although accepting an IFC loan entails binding obligations on companies to comply with the IFC Performance Standards, participation in mediations under the IFC-CAO’s Ombudsman arm is voluntary, and the conflicting parties need to appoint CAO mediators by mutual agreement. Companies are incentivized to engage with such mediation processes either to avoid compromising their ongoing access to IFC finance, or to guard against broader adverse reputational effects. The RSPO likewise lacks the capacity to command compliance, relying instead on the mobilization of other incentives or pressures. If a member company fails to engage constructively with attempts to mediate conflicts to which it is a party, the RSPO has the option of decertifying them. The extent to which companies are encouraged to comply with RSPO directives then depends on the degree of market pressure to achieve RSPO certification from palm oil purchasers such as Unilever, or financial institutions involved in financing the palm oil sector.

Such soft authority is particularly constrained because of the ability of companies targeted by CAO and RSPO authority to exit voluntarily the market relationships in which the authority of these institutions is grounded. Companies can repay their IFC loans early as a means of concluding formal contractual obligations to adhere to the IFC’s Performance Standards, as the company Wilmar did following a prolonged IFC-CAO mediation in the Indonesian Jambi province. Companies also have the option of selling subsidiaries that become embroiled in particularly difficult conflicts—a strategy also employed by Wilmar in this case. Wilmar sold the relevant subsidiary in April 2013 to a company that was not an RSPO member, leading to the
loss of RSPO as well as IFC-CAO authority over the dispute. Moreover, many companies have shown themselves to be willing to leave the RSPO if they feel that the obligations of membership are becoming too demanding, as illustrated in the Indonesian context by the palm oil producer association GAPKI leaving the RSPO in 2011 in response to disagreement with certain standards.

Such examples highlight the contingency and transience of the authority wielded by transnational dispute resolution institutions in land conflicts. In this sense, the leverage of these transnational bodies over companies remains highly contingent on the concerned company’s choices about the patterns of business relationships it enters into, and on what terms it chooses to exit. In effect then, patterns of wider pressures and incentives arising from the broader social, political and market environment in which the companies act place structural limits on the potential scope of IFC-CAO and RSPO authority.

These limits to the authority and influence of transnational actors not only have adverse implications for the effectiveness of these actors in helping to contain and appropriately manage company-community conflicts, but can also be detrimental to their legitimacy. Particularly from the perspective of NGO constituents of the RSPO (including both members and observers or critics), a major source of criticism of the RSPO's grievance handling processes has focused on the RSPO’s failure to decertify companies that neglect to deal properly with ongoing disputes. Even those NGOs that are more sympathetic and supportive of the RSPO are themselves under pressure from their own constituents to take a strong stance on this issue.

Endorsement from these NGO constituencies contributes importantly to legitimizing RSPO processes amongst consumer, investor and government audiences, thereby influencing the
market incentives of the companies to stay involved. As a result, where such authorization is undermined, a destabilizing vicious cycle may be created, whereby a withdrawal of NGO legitimization weakens the market value of remaining in the RSPO, thus weakening the incentives for companies to bear costs of complying with RSPO standards, and in turn further weakening the capacity of the RSPO to exercise leverage in support of its mandate.

Vicious cycles of weakening authority can also be observed with regard to the resources and operational autonomy available to the RSPO. Limited material resources and organizational capacity are major challenges for operation of the RSPO’s complaint handling process, and its credibility and capacity also suffer as a result of the low independence of the Complaints Panel from the RSPO Board, and sometimes also from parties to particular disputes. The weak institutionalization and autonomy of RSPO complaint processes has tended to push dialogue between parties outside formal RSPO procedures, further undermining the credibility and authority of the process. Yet mobilizing external resources, and convincing members to entrust the procedures with greater delegated authority and autonomy, is difficult to achieve when levels of credibility and trust in the process are low. Moreover, there are some immediate practical imperatives for the grievance panel to maintain little autonomy from its members, not only because the willingness of members to delegate to the RSPO is weak, but also because the direct engagement of companies and NGOs in the grievance process can help ensure that negotiated outcomes are sufficiently in accordance with these parties’ interests to be sustainable. To the extent that weak autonomy compromises the independence and associated authority of the mechanism itself, these dynamics confront transnational actors with significant dilemmas.

In the case of the IFC-CAO also, failures to satisfy the expectations of NGO constituencies as a result of constrained authority can undermine both legitimacy and
effectiveness. For example, national and international NGOs involved in bringing complaints to
the IFC-CAO sometimes view its mandate as encompassing attempts to influence corporate
practices and government policy frameworks in the palm oil sector as a whole, to the extent that
these are actively facilitated or tacitly endorsed by IFC lending. Although the IFC-CAO has
undertaken some ad hoc attempts to engage with the RSPO, government agencies or other
intergovernmental bodies on such policy issues, the IFC-CAO has generally interpreted its
mandate as being limited to a narrower focus on managing specific disputes.25 Resulting
disappointment with IFC-CAO processes amongst some NGOs and others can mean that such
groups are less willing to invest in supporting these processes, or to encourage others to do so.
This can further undermine the CAO’s effectiveness, because of the CAO’s reliance on
collaborative networks or other interactive governance strategies that often include NGOs
alongside government. For example, the IFC-CAO sometimes relies on local, national and
international NGOs to help communities to access the CAO mechanism, or build sufficient
capacity to engage meaningfully in mediation processes. The CAO is therefore able to carry out
its role more effectively if it can secure ongoing support from these groups.

Reliance on interactive strategies of influence can also generate significant challenges for
transnational efforts to influence conflict management processes to the extent that strategies of
stakeholder management are seen to undermine actors' impartiality or neutrality. For example,
the IFC-CAO has sometimes undertaken capacity building activities targeting communities
involved in the disputes, in the form of support for community knowledge of land registration
and boundary mapping processes, local organizational capacity building or negotiation strategies.
The IFC-CAO may also perform an implicit brokerage role: by conferring legitimacy on NGOs
that work closely with local communities, the CAO can help these organizations gain enhanced
credibility or visibility in the local political environment, in turn enabling them to build new channels of dialogue with companies or government actors. The new roles and relationships that the local NGO Setara was able to build with company and local government actors through participation in the CAO mediation in Jambi illustrates this potential. Yet intervening in ways that redistribute capacities or resources among parties to the conflict has the potential to undermine a key ground of the IFC-CAO’s claim to authority, namely its claim to neutrality. This is a dilemma that CAO mediators were keenly aware of:

“[T]he mediator … is facing a dilemma … between his role as mediator with the need to improve competency, capacity, capability … If we do not hold ourselves back from the desire to help one party in increasing their capacity, this may be considered as being on one side … Increasing their capacity means increasing their power, and this might be considered as a threat to the other party. It’s a dilemma, isn’t it?”

The RSPO has also faced tensions between attempts to influence conflict dynamics and outcomes through persuasion, brokerage or network building, and its ability to secure authority based on claims of neutrality and independence. For the RSPO, these tensions have centered on the challenges of managing the perceived appropriateness of its relationship with government. Many of the conflicts that the RSPO and member companies are mandated to manage are pervasive throughout the palm oil sector, and their underlying causes are deeply connected to gaps and contradictions within government policy and regulatory frameworks. If the RSPO were to fulfil the expectations of some NGO constituencies regarding strengthened standards and conflict prevention in the sector as a whole, it would need to build strong collaborative relationships with producing country governments.
Yet in the cases examined here, establishing authorization from the Indonesian government for its operations demands that the RSPO refrain from activities that might encourage perceptions that it threatens the government's authority or national sovereignty. According to staff from the RSPO, “you might not see this written anywhere, but the RSPO has strict understandings that we don’t get involved in national legislation because we are not elected, we are strictly voluntary, so we don’t interfere in government legislation or rules and that sort of thing. That is for members to do. We don’t have anything to do with government”. Refraining from any perceived challenge to state authority is also important for maintaining authorization from producer organizations who often have a preference for policy agendas to remain under the control of their own governments, rather than what they see as a foreign controlled entity.26

Although manifested in differing ways, these challenges can all create tensions between the desire of transnational authoritative actors to adopt governance strategies that would enable them to pursue their mandates effectively, and the need to satisfy stringent and often contradictory conditions of authorization from government, business and civil society audiences.

These tensions can give rise to significant structural constraints on the capacity of transnational authoritative actors to influence conflict dynamics and outcomes. The capacity of transnational actors to establish and exercise authority over those they seek to influence depends importantly on the degree of alignment between stakeholder understandings of mandates to be pursued, and the roles, powers and resources that are authorized for such purposes. Constraints on the influence of transnational authoritative actors can thus be understood in one important sense as linked to misalignment in these structures of authorization and legitimation.
One significant challenge results from conflicts among the terms of authorization conferred by different constituents. Dispute resolution bodies need to construct authority relations with multiple constituencies, each of which may recognize authority on different terms (on different grounds, with different understandings of mandates, and with different ideas about the limits to justified power associated with these mandates and grounds). In other words there is a disjuncture or incongruence between grounds of authority required to satisfy different addressees of the authority relationship, with no established means of seeking resolution across these through a unified process of public discourse, negotiation or aggregative decision rules. The lack of institutional means of resolving these tensions contributes to a persistent disconnect between the expectations placed on these actors, and the outcomes they are able to deliver.

The disappointment of stakeholder expectations that results can take a number of forms, depending on which aspects of the expectations are unmet and which stakeholders are concerned. First, expected mandates might not be achieved, as in the case of NGOs being disappointed that the IFC-CAO has failed to tackle broader conflict in the sector, or that the RSPO has neglected to enforce designated requirements of certification. Second, the limits of authorized power might be overstretched, as in the case of companies resisting the imposition of what they see as excessively demanding obligations concerning conflicts in which they are involved. Third, the conditions or grounds on which authority has been granted may be violated, as can occur when attempts by transnational actors to engage and influence wider governance networks are called into question for lacking appropriate forms of neutrality or independence. These potential sources of stakeholder dissatisfaction sit in tension with one another, as transnational actors often lack the capacity to deliver on what some stakeholders consider to be appropriate mandates.
without deploying strategies and powers that other stakeholders consider outside the scope of their authority.

The consequences of these tensions can vary, depending in turn on the responses of different stakeholders to such scenarios. When the direct parties to the conflict (palm oil companies and communities) are dissatisfied, on the grounds that public purposes are not being adequately advanced and/or that appropriate limits on powers are being overreached, they can simply exit the relationship – either by withdrawing from the mediation, or withdrawing altogether from the economic relationships to which the mediation bodies are attached. Both the RSPO and the IFC-CAO suffer from this problem in similar ways – the RSPO through the ability of companies to exit the RSPO, and the IFC-CAO through the ability of companies to prepay loans and seek alternative sources of finance. Communities in both cases can simply decline to use transnational mechanisms to seek redress for their grievances.

Authority can be further undermined if such forms of dissatisfaction lead support to be withdrawn by wider stakeholder audiences such as corporate or financial entities, NGOs and governments, all of which confer authority and resources on transnational dispute resolution bodies in important ways. This is also a concern for both the RSPO and the IFC-CAO, though it presents more intense dilemmas for the RSPO. The character of its multi-stakeholder governance gives it less operational autonomy from these wider external stakeholders, meaning that the resources and leverage underpinning its operations depend in very immediate ways on the ongoing authorization of market and NGO audiences. Legitimation from these wider audiences is still important for the IFC-CAO, but such wider forms of influence are filtered through a state-based governance structure, creating higher immediate levels of operational
autonomy. Despite this difference of degree, however, the basic structure of the dilemmas of transnational action is the same for both actors.

These dynamics and dilemmas have distinctive consequences for the strategies that transnational actors need to undertake if they want to enhance their influence over local conflict dynamics and outcomes. Attempts to enhance their own authority and resources are important, but are usually insufficient to enable them to fulfil their mandates. Rather, the limits to the influence and authority that transnational dispute resolution bodies wield autonomously mean that they also need to undertake interactive governance strategies, which involve enlisting and weaving together external sources of authority to promote their objectives.

Many collaborative governance strategies can easily be interpreted as overstretching the boundaries of what some stakeholders recognize as the legitimate scope of authoritative actors’ powers or roles. Their influencing strategies thus seek to weave together sources of authority that are not only limited in scope in problematic ways, but also fragile, and liable to dissolve when they attempt to use them. They are forced to build strategies based on interaction with actors who sometimes work to support them, but can easily be switched to divert, neutralize or undermine their sources of authority. Navigating this contested and complex political environment requires that these actors build nested strategic games, in which leverage must be exercised not only directly over regulatory subjects, but also over the wider social and political environments that in turn condition the preferences, incentives and available choices of such actors.

Analysis of these dynamics and dilemmas of transnational action helps us to understand why transnational interventions in local land conflicts are often so difficult, frustrating and riven with controversy. Conflicting expectations and hopes are built into the negotiations around
mandates, and to some extent the existence of contradictory expectations seems to be a precondition for the establishment of the authority—an organized hypocrisy of sorts. Such tensions among different constituencies appear hardwired in some senses into the structure of transnational governance arrangements of these kinds—reflecting the contradictory configurations of power and interest that are present within the divergent market and political environments in which transnational bodies intervene.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has focused on two specific transnational actors—the RSPO and IFC-CAO—both of which have played an important role in attempting to manage company-community land conflicts in the Indonesian palm oil sector. Analysis of their internal organization and external interactions has focused on their operation as authoritative transnational actors, seeking to govern conflicts associated with transnational business activity. This focus resonates strongly with the examination of transnational governance presented by Haufler in this volume, in which transnational civil society and business actors were shown to have adopted common, interactive approaches to governing conflict linked to transnational business activity.

While the transnational authoritative actors examined in this chapter were shown to exercise some significant forms of influence over the course and outcomes of company-community conflicts, such influence was also revealed to be structurally constrained. Transnational authority remains contested and fragile, as transnational actors struggle to balance the conflicting demands and expectations of their multiple constituencies. Effective influence by transnational actors has thus often depended on their ability to deploy collaborative or interactive governance strategies—enlisting resources and political support from other state and non-state actors in support of their goals.
The importance of interactive strategies in a multi-level, transnational governance context has often been recognized by scholars of transnational network governance, and from within an emergent literature that examines ‘steering mechanisms’ within complex, multi-layered governance systems. Such interactive strategies are acknowledged to be complex, and difficult to execute effectively. The analysis presented in this case has highlighted an additional challenge, based on the need for transnational actors to juggle contradictory expectations regarding the proper boundaries of their mandates, the range of resources and powers that constituencies are willing to authorize, and the exigency of authority claims that subjects of authority are willing to accept.

Under these circumstances, disappointment by some constituents of transnational authoritative actors seems inevitable, creating forms of authority that are fragile, underdeveloped, and beset with persistent legitimacy dilemmas. Yet demands for transnational actors to take responsibility for the social conflicts created in part as a result of their own transnational activities mean that efforts to construct and sustain transnational authority oriented towards the management of such conflict is likely to persist. Understanding these dilemmas, and how these difficult balancing acts can be managed, is not only of importance to practitioners concerned with the effective and legitimate management of transnational social and economic conflicts. It is also of broader theoretical interest for scholars of transnationalism.
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